
BONTA

003049 - Sauce Pizza W/Basil Hy/Extra Sweet
An essential for pizza and pasta restaurants, Bonta Pizza Sauce with Basil is packaged in 107 oz. #10 cans (6 per case) for extended shelf life and
convenient use in large-volume recipes. Ideal for commercial kitchens, restaurants, fast food, cafeterias, concessions and more, this bulk
product offers a rich consistency and flavorful tomato taste. Bonta follows a proprietary process that uses more tomato solids with less skin
and fewer seeds. Made with vine-ripened, fresh-packed tomatoes, salt, and a hint of basil, Bonta makes a perfect pizza sauce, dipping sauce for
garlic bread or sandwich topping. At home and away from home, consumers know and love the great taste of Bonta.
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Bonta Pizza Sauce with Basil is an authentic Italian sauce made from vine-ripened, fresh tomatoes
Bontas rich consistency and flavorful tomato taste are a result of a proprietary process that uses more tomato solids with less skin and fewer seeds
Made with vine-ripened California tomatoes, salt and a hint of basil; no added citric acid
Ideal for creating a wide variety of cuisines including Italian, American and more
Customizable to be used as a pizza sauce, garlic bread dip, sandwich topping and more
low-temperature processed to maintain the sauces rich red color
Packaged in bulk #10 107 oz. cans (6 per case) for extended shelf life and convenient use in large volume recipes
Ideal for use in commercial kitchens, restaurants, fast food, cafeterias, concessions and more

VINE-RIPENED FRESH
TOMATOES, SALT, BASIL.

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

BONTA Kraft US (0044710044602) Tomatoes, Canned & Frozen

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

10078485301100 003049 10078485301100 6 6 / cs

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

44.97lb 40.13lb No USA Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

18.81in 12.5in 7.19in 0.98ft3 7x7 810DAYS -50°F / 150°F

BOX/CARTON Corrugated or Solid
Ambient  Prevailing Conditions

Ready to use or customize.
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